Korean Reds Attack South
No Trace Found of Lost Airliner

Search for Plane Carrying 58 To Be Resumed Today

MILWAUKEE (UP) — A DC-4 Northwest Airliner carrying 58 persons vanished on a flight across Lake Michigan yesterday and a day-long search into tonight ended in failure.

The twin-engine plane, en route from New York to Milwaukee, disappeared in a blitzing thunderstorm late Friday night. It was the Western 's premier nonstop flight, averaging the previous record of 16 hours when a TWA plane set a DC-4 world's hour record Nov. 1.

Search planes were called in shortly after 6 a.m. EST and the ground search started immediately. The Coast Guard and search parties in the lakes were notified. A search plane was promised.

By Report of P. A. M.

Capt. Henry S. Swaim of the 6th Air Service Squadron from Milwaukee Field, Wisc., who had assumed command of the

Crime Prevention Book Death Cause

PHILADELPHIA (UP) — Ed

Johnson, 35, died today from injuries suffered in a fight over a book entitled "How to Prevent Crime."

Johnson, who had been drinking heavily, was thrown from a bicycle by an "intoxicated companion." His death was confirmed by the coroner.

Fair Deal Candidate In North Carolina Beaten

RALEIGH, N.C. (UP) — Willie Smith, an accused murderer of "Southern tradition," handed the Fair Deal air second setback in the Dixie primaries last night by upsetting liberal Sen. Frank Grant in the North Caroli

Northern Forces Invade Republic Backed By U.S.

SINPAK, Korea (Special) — Forces of the United States and South Korea, backed by United Nations forces, have invaded the Republic of Korea, according to reports from the United Nations Command.

Senator Charges Probes Resemble "Kangaroo Courts"

WASHINGTON (UP) — Sen.

Wayne L. Morse, D. Ore., said yesterday that the congressional in

juries in the Japanese Communist Party.

In a letter to the President, the senator said: "I am writing to say that I have been informed by various sources of a number of investigations being conducted by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. I am concerned that these investigations may be nothing more than "show trials.""

The letter was sent to the President earlier this week and copies were sent to the Chief Justice of the United States, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the Majority Leader of the Senate.

The letter states that the senator is concerned that the investigations may be nothing more than "show trials" and that they may be a means of suppressing opposition and political activity in the United States.

The senator requested that the investigations be conducted in a fair and impartial manner and that they be conducted in accordance with the principles of due process and the rights of the accused.

The letter concludes by stating that the senator is concerned that the investigations may be nothing more than "show trials" and that they may be a means of suppressing opposition and political activity in the United States.